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Vehicle Profile: 2019 Nissan 370Z Coupe Heritage
Edition
The gentleman’s coupe celebrates 50 years

The Nissan 370Z Coupe has subsisted on only minor revisions for a long time, a true adherent to the
philosophy that if something isn’t broken, you shouldn’t try to fix it. In fact, it’s been around so long
that the automaker saw fit to give it a special Heritage Edition variant for those truly fond of the
nameplate and who wish to celebrate its 50th anniversary in style.

Exterior

The standard version is already a
looker, but the 2019 Nissan 370Z
Coupe Heritage Edition goes the
extra mile to ensure all passersby
know this is a truly special car. It is
offered in unique Magnetic Black,
Deep Blue Pearl and Pearl White
exterior colors, each as
eye-catching as the 18-inch,
black-finish alloy wheels and as
vibrant as the smoked High
Intensity Discharge Bi-functional
Xenon headlights and LED Daytime
Running Lights. Gloss black mirrors
further accentuate the look in
addition to unique Heritage Edition
graphics on the hood, roof, trunk
and side sills. There’s no mistaking
the 370Z Heritage Edition for any
other car on the road.

Interior

The Nissan 370Z Coupe is already carefully crafted to deliver a comfortable yet connected driving
experience. As a result, Heritage Edition modifications focus only on aesthetics so as not to interfere
with the ergonomics and driver-oriented layout, which includes the bolstered sport seats and
easy-to-read gauges. It boasts yellow trim on the seats, center console, shifter, steering wheel and
door panels, providing excellent contrast against the 370Z Coupe Heritage Edition’s black interior. Its
clean look matches the elegant exterior design, reinforcing the idea that the 370Z is a gentleman’s
coupe more so than a young man’s wild ride.

Performance

The 2019 Nissan 370Z Heritage Edition is equipped with the same legendary 3.7-liter VQ V6 engine
that works so well in the regular version. It makes 332 horsepower and 270 lb-ft of torque, with a 7,500
rpm redline that makes shifting through every gear of the world-class, six-speed manual transmission
a real pleasure. SynchroRev Match® technology blips the throttle for you on downshifts to keep things
smooth at the track, and if you prefer to use your hands, there’s always the seven-speed automatic
with manual paddle shifter mode.

The 2019 Nissan 370Z Heritage Edition is a fitting homage to a car that has stolen the hearts of



The 2019 Nissan 370Z Heritage Edition is a fitting homage to a car that has stolen the hearts of
millions of driving enthusiasts around the world since the car first launched in 1970.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Nissan Rogue
2018 Nissan Rogue delivers cutting-edge technology in addition to
style and comfort

The 2018 Nissan Rogue is a stylish, fun-to-drive crossover that matches its outgoing personality with
exceptional smarts. The Rogue is replete with a host of intelligent technologies that bolster comfort,
convenience and confidence on the road.

Cutting-edge safety

If you plan to use the 2018 Nissan
Rogue to carry your most precious
cargo to school, friends’ houses or
soccer practice, then you can go
forth with confidence knowing that
you’re in good hands. The Rogue
is available with Nissan ProPILOT
Assist, which sets a safe following
distance from the vehicle ahead of
you, keeps you centered in your
lane and even comes to a complete
stop if traffic should slow.

Standard on the Rogue as part of
the Nissan Intelligent Mobility™
suite of technologies are Rear
Cross Traffic Alert, Blind Spot
Warning and Automatic Emergency
Braking. Higher up the range, the
Rogue gets even smarter and safer
with additional technologies like
Automatic Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection, Lane Departure Warning and Intelligent
Lane Intervention and Intelligent Cruise Control. With these features you can feel more at ease when
you head out on the highway for your next family adventure.

Smart design features 

The intelligence of the 2018 Nissan Rogue suffuses its entire design, including its interior. For all of
your storage needs, the Nissan Divide-N-Hide® cargo system is easily adjustable and offers a variety
of configurations that accommodate a wide range of goods. To help make loading everything in
easier, an available Motion Activated Liftgate allows you to pop the hatch with just a wave of your foot
under the bumper so you don’t have to fumble with your key fob.  

This cleverness carries over to driver- and passenger-oriented features, including Nissan’s Zero
Gravity Seats. Using 14 distinct pressure points to ensure a neutral position, these astronaut-inspired
seats reduce fatigue by supporting optimal blood flow, keeping you alert and lively on short and long
trips alike. In the second row, the versatile class-exclusive EZ Flex ™ Seating System adapts to your
passenger and cargo needs while providing exceptional space and comfort.

Given its intelligence as well as its poise and personality, it’s no surprise that the Nissan Rogue is the
top-selling SUV in America.* The 2018 Nissan Rogue is a complete package ideally suited for
individual drivers and growing families alike.



*Claim based on published U.S. sales data for all Rogue nameplates from August 2017-February
2018.
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Car Care: Must-Do Fall Maintenance 
Tips to get your car in shape for fall

As the days get longer, the temperature gets lower and the leaves begin to change, you’ll find
yourself relying on your vehicle more to get the kids to and from school and sporting events. With
grueling summer heat in the rear-view mirror and frigid winter weather on the horizon, autumn is the
perfect time to address a few of your vehicle’s key maintenance needs and make sure it’s running
when you need it the most.

Lighten up

The change in season means that
you’re likely now heading out in the
dark every weekday morning and
venturing home as the sun is
setting in the evenings. The
National Automotive Parts
Association’s Benjamin Jerew
notes that this means you will want
to conduct a thorough check of all
the lights on your vehicle to make
sure that they are all working and
adequately bright. This check
should include your turn signals,
brake lights, marker lights,
taillights, fog lights, headlights and
hazard lights. If your vehicle isn’t
equipped with fog lights, Jerew
recommends investigating
aftermarket options, particularly if
you live in an area where visibility
is often low.

Check tires and wipers

While the spring is the season most associated with rainfall, autumn also brings its fair share of
downpours. This means that you’ll want to ensure that your windshield wipers are operating at peak
condition. If you notice streaking or missed spots when using your wipers, or if you notice signs of
wear or cracking on your wiper blades, Jerew suggests that you take the opportunity to swap in a new
pair. In general, you’ll want to replace your windshield wiper blades every six months or so.

The fall is also an ideal time to inspect your tires for signs of wear or damage caused by potholes or
other road hazards during the spring and summer. If you notice that your tires are wearing unevenly,
you’ll want to have them rotated or replaced as soon as possible. The cooler temperatures of autumn
also mean lower air pressure in your tires, so be diligent about checking your tires’ inflation every few
weeks or so. Jerew notes that even a few pounds per square inch over or under the levels
recommended in your owners’ manual can have an impact on your fuel economy and the overall
lifespan of your tires.

Pop the hood

The Car Care Council recommends autumn as an ideal time to make sure that your vehicle’s battery is



in proper working order before the cold days of winter set in. Check your battery and its cables for any
signs of wear or corrosion and test it to ensure that it’s delivering an adequate level of cold cranking
amps. If it’s been five years or more since your last replacement and you’ve noticed that your vehicle
is having more difficulty starting up, you may very well just want to have it replaced sooner rather than
later.

Even though cranking the air conditioning may seem like one of the last things you’d want to do in the
fall or winter, Jerew notes that doing so helps defog your front windows and windshield. Take the
opportunity to test your vehicle’s HVAC system to ensure that your air conditioning is in working order
and that your heating and defrosting systems will be sufficient for the winter days ahead.

Don’t let car troubles derail your planned fall foliage trip or set you up for unwanted trouble during a
harsh winter. Maintain your vehicle while the weather is mild and ensure that it is ready to face this
and many more seasons ahead.
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Plan the Ideal Tailgating Experience
Throw a championship-worthy tailgate party with these tips

Autumn is here, and there’s no better time to throw a big tailgate party. Here are some tips for putting
together a pre-game celebration
that everyone will still be talking
about at the end of the season.

Make it responsible

Let’s get this one out of the way
first. It doesn’t matter how amazing
your tailgate plans are if you and
your guests trash the parking lot,
drink irresponsibly, pick fights with
other tailgaters or get kicked off the
premises. So don’t do any of that.
Know your tailgating location’s
rules and regulations ahead of
time. Make sure you’re prepared to
pack out all the trash you bring in.
Get along with your tailgating
neighbors, even if they’re
screaming for the other team. Most
importantly, don’t overdo it with the
alcoholic beverages (and if you do, have a designated driver at the ready).

Make it organized

Your tailgate party will go much more smoothly if you have a plan. Before the big day, make a
checklist of everything you need to bring. (This is also a good time to familiarize yourself with the
tailgating location.) Food and drinks are the obvious items, but don’t forget all the other things that
should accompany them. Plates, bowls, utensils, napkins, trash bags, grilling equipment, cleaning
supplies and containers or wraps for leftovers will make the day much more pleasant. You’ll also want
to make sure there’s enough gas or charcoal for your grill, ice for your coolers and a power source for
refrigerators and TVs.

Make it comfortable

Making sure all your guests are comfortable is key to a good tailgate party. Does everyone have
something to sit on? Is your vehicle’s actual tailgate big enough to handle everything, or do you need
to bring a folding table as well? While you’re at it, check the weather forecast. If rain is a possibility,
consider bringing a pop-up tent, umbrellas and ponchos. Blankets and coats (and hot drinks) will take
the edge off a cold and windy day. Sunscreen, headgear and insect repellent are a must for warmer
conditions.

Make it tasty

Ah, food, the centerpiece of every memorable tailgate party. The options are endless, but think about
which dishes you’ll want to make ahead and which ones you’ll want to prepare at the party site. If
you’re making a hot dish that doesn’t involve grilling, make sure you have a slow cooker ready to go.
Don’t forget sides, desserts and condiments! Of course, you’ll also want to make sure you have
enough food for all your guests — and maybe a little extra for the tailgaters across from you who



enough food for all your guests — and maybe a little extra for the tailgaters across from you who
forgot to plan ahead.

Make it a party

Your tailgate event isn’t just any get-together; it’s a party for fans. You’ll want to represent your team in
a bold, noticeable way. Think team shirts and hats, pennants, banners and any other customized gear
you can gather. A good soundtrack will also help contribute to the festive atmosphere, so put together
a playlist of everyone’s favorite fight songs and stadium jams. While you’re at it, bring along some fun
games for when you’re not eating or getting ready to head inside the stadium. Cornhole, flip cup and
KanJam are just a few of your many options.

With a bit of planning and preparation, you’ll be ready to pull off a tailgating party that’s almost as fun
as watching your team score the winning touchdown. And if you and your crew aren’t into football,
these tips apply just as well to other sports, or even a concert.
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3 Fall Date Ideas
Fall for these autumn-inspired date ideas

If you are the romantic type, any season is an opportunity to show your special someone how much
they mean to you. Fall is a particularly lovely time of year to head out for a memorable evening; the
crisp, cool air and the vibrant colors of changing leaves make for an ideal romantic setting. If you’re
seeking inspiration for the season,
these date ideas should work like a
charm. 

Classic fall activities

Visiting pumpkin patches, going on
hayrides and traipsing through corn
mazes are likely among the many
fond memories you’ll carry with you
from autumns in your childhood.
These nostalgic activities are also
prime fodder for a romantic outing
with your partner. There isn’t a
much better way to spend a cool
autumn day than by enjoying a
fresh cup of hot apple cider from
your local orchard or picking out a
plump pumpkin at a nearby patch.
You can carry the day’s enjoyment
into the evening by preparing a
meal using fresh produce procured during your trip and following up dinner with some old-fashioned
pumpkin carving.

There’s the old chestnut of taking your date out to a scary movie on the chance that they’ll cuddle up
close with you. For a more interactive take on that classic approach, Woman’s Day writers Jessica
Leigh Mattern and Katina Beniaris recommend checking your local listings for activities of a more
frightening nature. Haunted attractions and ghost tours are a booming industry, so you’re liable to find
something nearby that will satisfy your craving for creepiness. If not, you can always pick up a classic
monster movie at your local library and enjoy it together on the couch.  

Get a bit of exercise

The pleasant autumn weather is an ideal atmosphere for heading out into the wilderness, and it’s
especially agreeable if you like hiking or biking. Seek out a scenic path or trail system nearby, and
pack a picnic basket with all the accoutrements. While you’re at it, make sure you have all the
appropriate gear for an afternoon’s travels, including bug spray, flashlights and a travel charger for
your phone. Break for lunch when you find a picture-perfect spot.

Camp out under the stars

Heading out for an evening under the stars is one of the single most romantic things you can do
during the autumn. Whether you are venturing out to a state park or setting up a tent in your backyard,
camping out in the autumn is a perfect opportunity for quiet conversation and reflection, allowing you
and your significant other to take time out of your hectic schedules to slow things down a bit. If you
want to stargaze, you could surprise your significant other with a new telescope, or you could go the



more frugal route and download an app on your smartphone that helps you spot constellations.

There aren’t many wrong ways to celebrate your love and appreciation for the person who makes you
feel more complete. If you both have a fondness for fall, whether it’s gazing at foliage or braving the
narrow corridors of a haunted house, make sure you take full advantage of the season while it’s still
around.
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Kid-Friendly Halloween-Themed Movies
The following films deliver chills to children without scaring them
too much

Halloween is the perfect time of year for thrills and chills. However, if you have little ones who want to
join in the festivities, you’ll want to make sure things don’t get too frightening. For spooky films the
entire family can enjoy, consider
these kid-friendly options this
Halloween. 

“Hotel Transylvania” (PG)

Movie monsters like Dracula and
Frankenstein’s Monster have
cemented themselves in popular
culture due to how eerie and iconic
their classic films were. For a more
humorous twist on these monsters,
be sure to check out “Hotel
Transylvania.” The animated movie
stars comedian Adam Sandler as
Count Dracula, and instead of
terrorizing villagers, Dracula now
runs his own five-star hotel.
However, the humans and
monsters don’t get along too well,
so when Dracula’s daughter falls
for a human, hilarious antics follow.

“Scooby-Doo on Zombie Island” (G)

When it comes to crime solving, you won’t find a better canine for the job than Scooby-Doo. Scooby
has appeared in a number of movies throughout the years, but “Scooby-Doo on Zombie Island” is
perfect for the Halloween season. The film begins with the Mystery, Inc. gang splitting up and going
their separate ways, but when mysterious occurrences near New Orleans bring the gang back
together, Scooby and his pals soon realize this mystery is not like others they have solved in the past.

“The Nightmare Before Christmas” (PG)

To some, “The Nightmare Before Christmas” is a Halloween movie; to others, it’s a Christmas film.
Producer Tim Burton took the most memorable aspects of both holidays and brought them together for
this animated feature. The movie stars Jack Skellington, the “Pumpkin King” and scariest resident of
Halloween Town, as he searches for something different in life. When Jack discovers the holiday of
Christmas, he decides to give Santa Claus a break and take over the winter festivities for a year. After
his plans go awry, it’s up to Jack and his friends to fix the mess.

“Goosebumps” (PG)

A whole generation of kids grew up reading the “Goosebumps” series from R.L. Stine. In 2015, his
books were adapted to cinema. Jack Black stars as a fictional version of Stine, but unlike in the real
world, the monsters in Stine’s book have escaped their pages to terrorize a local town. It’s up to a
couple of teenagers to send the creatures back where they belong. What makes this a fun choice this



season is that a sequel, starring Ken Jeong and Chris Parnell, is set to premiere this year.

“Hocus Pocus” (PG)

When “Hocus Pocus” was first released in 1993, it wasn’t exactly a box office hit. However, over the
years it has developed a cult following and is now considered a Halloween staple. The film is about
doubtful teenager Max Dennison as he learns about three witches who previously lived in his new
home of Salem, Massachusetts. Three hundred years ago, the Sanderson sisters vowed to return
after being caught and punished for witchcraft. Max accidently resurrects the Sanderson sisters from
the grave during Halloween and with the sisters now threatening the children of Salem, it’s up to Max,
his sister Dani and his new friend Allison to stop the Sanderson sisters once and for all.

Watching these Halloween movies with your kids will certainly be a Halloween treat, absent of any
frightening tricks.
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How to Maintain Exercise Habits When the Weather
Changes
Keep your exercise routine rolling into winter with these tips

As autumn creeps in, you may find your summer exercise routine in jeopardy thanks to colder, rainier
weather. Exercise habits need not fall by the wayside when the weather changes — there are a
number of strategies that can help
you maintain healthy exercise
habits despite seasonal changes. 

Work out at home

One strategy recommended by
University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center Pinnacle is to move your
exercise indoors when the weather
becomes less agreeable. This
might necessitate changing the
kind of exercise you do, but it might
also provide an opportunity to
freshen up your routine. If you were
jogging outdoors for cardio in the
summer, consider changing tactics
and trying something new like
spinning or yoga.  

Make a weekly plan

UPMC Pinnacle recommends creating a weekly exercise plan to help you stick to a schedule and stay
on task when it comes to your workouts. Pick a day every week on which you will sit down and write
out your exercise schedule for the following seven days, including exact routines and activities and
how long you will exercise. By writing everything out, you’ll be better focused and more motivated to
get your workouts done.  

Meet a friend

Bringing or meeting a friend for a workout is a great way to stay motivated and keep up your good
habits, and WebMD  points out that meeting a friend is just as effective for staying motivated during
the changing seasons. If someone expects you to be at the gym at a certain time or is holding you
accountable for your goals and ambitions, it becomes far more difficult to bail out at the last minute.  

Be flexible with your exercise

One recommendation from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ National Institute of
Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases is to abandon the mindset that exercising means lifting
weights or running on a treadmill in a gym. You can be active in other ways, including dancing,
walking and participating in an indoor sport like volleyball or martial arts. Make a list of activities that
appeal to you and pursue those that you enjoy.

Outsmart roadblocks

NIDDK recommends that you be proactive in overcoming issues that might interrupt your continuing
exercise routine. Plan to walk indoors on days when the weather is bad instead of forgoing exercise



exercise routine. Plan to walk indoors on days when the weather is bad instead of forgoing exercise
altogether. If you know ahead of time that you won’t be able to exercise as planned, come up with
workaround solutions like waking up earlier to work out or using your lunch break to get in some
exercise.

Snack with care

During the winter, UPMC Pinnacle points out that our cravings for carbohydrates and comfort food
become stronger. Indulging these cravings and eating high-calorie foods can be counterintuitive to
keeping in shape. Instead, UPMC Pinnacle first recommends starting your day with a high-protein
breakfast. This helps keep your energy level high throughout the day. If cravings do hit later in the
day, UPMC Pinnacle recommends having low-fat, healthy snacks on hand to curb them effectively
without hurting your progress.

Nobody is perfect, and life is seldom so agreeable as to accommodate your schedule perfectly. If you
fall out of your routine or eat poorly, you don’t have to give up your ambitions for leading a healthier
life. Stay diligent about getting back on the horse when you fall off and you’ll find yourself back in the
saddle in no time.  
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Portland on a Budget
Affordable ways to explore Oregon’s quirky, beloved city

Many people consider Portland, Oregon a dream destination within the United States for its culture,
artistry and natural beauty. But, the price of vacationing there often deters people from visiting,
especially considering how costly it
is just to get to the West Coast. 

Luckily, it is possible to visit the
City of Roses and explore its
wonders while still adhering to your
budget. Here are some ways to
explore, eat and sleep at a discount
in Portland.

Things to do

It’s possible to explore Portland
without spending much, or anything
on admission fees. You can easily
spend an entire day seeing the
city’s natural beauty at the many
serene and breathtaking parks
around Portland. Local Adventurer
and USA Today outline the best
ones: Forest Park, the International
Rose Test Garden, Hoyt Arboretum, The Grotto, Washington Park, Jamison Square, Governor Tom
McCall Waterfront Park, Ira Keller Forecourt Fountain Park and Mill Ends Park, the world’s smallest
park. Pack a backpack for a day of hiking or tour the scenery from your bicycle.

Find shops to browse without having to buy anything, like the Portland Saturday Market and Powell’s
City of Books. Spend time in historic areas that you can see at cheap or free admission, such as the
Historic Belmont Firehouse, Pittock Mansion, the Oregon Rail Heritage Center and Portland Central
Library. Some of these venues even offer tours.

Places to eat

Portland offers an abundance of healthy, organic and creative cuisine; unfortunately, that quality often
translates to higher meal prices. With some searching, though, you can find eateries with tasty and
memorable fare around the Portland area.

Eater and The Oregonian suggest a variety of restaurants in the Portland area where you can eat
affordably. Discover fresh tastes at the many food trucks around town, such as Lindo Michoacan
Taqueria, which serves generous portions of Mexican fare, or Chez Dodo, which offers African,
French, Indian, Chinese and Creole-inspired menu options.

You’ll also find many counter-serve establishments serving affordable, mobile street food. Get a
healthy, customizable rice dish from The Whole Bowl. Grab a flavorful Chinese jian bing from the Bing
Mi food cart. The city’s best hot dogs are at Otto's Sausage Kitchen, and you can order pizza by the
slice at Scottie’s Pizza Parlor.

 All of these establishments offer meals for well under $10. 



Where to stay

Once you’re done filling your camera with pictures and stomach with grub from around Portland,
you’ll certainly want to get some shut-eye. While the town contains some of the most unique lodging
you’ll find in the country, everything from converted schoolhouses to upcycled trailers, most of these
inns aren’t cheap. There are alternatives, though. In addition to the standard chain hotels, which
usually have rooms for under $100 a night, Portland has plenty of bed-and-breakfast accommodations
outside downtown, as well as numerous guest rooms and apartments offered as Airbnb sites.  

For bare-bones overnight accommodations, consider the Northwest Portland Hostel or the Portland
Hostel Hawthorne District. Travelers’ House is a more refined, boutique-style hostel venue that is still
affordable for overnight housing.

For a real adventure, there’s no place more unique on the West Coast than Portland, Oregon. With
enough planning, you can visit without emptying your wallet.
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4 Autumn Festivals in Washington
Fun-filled fall celebrations abound in Washington

Autumn festivals are an ideal way to embrace the change in season and celebrate all the wonders fall
has to offer. In the beautiful state of Washington, you’ll find several festivals that will have you falling
in love with fall. 

Leavenworth Oktoberfest

Attending the Leavenworth
Oktoberfest is like taking a trip to
Germany without having to make a
flight across the Atlantic. The
annual festival stretches across
three weekends — Oct. 5-6, 12-13
and 19-20 — and over four venues,
making it one of the bigger
celebrations of the year. Live
entertainment, beer and authentic
German and German-inspired food
are featured at each venue, and
kids will have a blast taking part in
numerous activities in the
Kinderplatz. The festival also
boasts souvenirs and crafts, ideal
for getting a jump on your holiday
shopping.

16th Annual Fresh Hop Ale Festival

Toast fall with a delicious craft beer made from hops harvested in the Yakima Valley at the 16th
Annual Fresh Hop Ale Festival on Sept. 29. The festival runs from 5-10 p.m. at the Millennium Plaza
and has been noted as one of the top 10 beer fests across the U.S. In addition to presenting a
selection of locally brewed beer, the festival is a vessel of goodwill: Proceeds from the event are
donated to organizations that focus on the arts and sciences, helping strengthen the community. Last
year’s festival raised a staggering $103,464, which was put to good use by 19 groups serving Yakima
County.

Fremont Oktoberfest

Fremont Oktoberfest boasts more than 100 craft beers, making it Seattle’s largest festival of beer. Set
for Sept. 21-23, this year’s festival features beers from local craft breweries including Doghaus
Brewery, Two Beers Brewing Co., Wild Ride Brewing, Cascade Lakes Brewing Company and Pfriem
Family Brewers. Because it wouldn’t really be an Oktoberfest without authentic German beer, the
festival also features beers like Spaten, Warsteiner, Franziskaner and Paulaner. General Admission
and Grand Admission get you a 5-ounce commemorative miniature mug that can be filled up by
cashing in tasting tokens, or you can opt for full-size steins or boots found in the Buxom Beer Garden.
However you choose to enjoy your beer, make sure that you do so responsibly.

Kirkland Oktoberfest

Kirkland’s annual Oktoberfest celebration takes place from Sept. 21-23 this year and is set to feature
live music from authentic German musical groups, a wide selection of craft and German beer and



live music from authentic German musical groups, a wide selection of craft and German beer and
wiener dog races. Games including cornhole, keg rolling and beer pong will get your competitive spirit
up, and you can appreciate the gorgeous view of the waterfront if you prefer a moment of tranquility in
all the revelry. You can satisfy your cravings with as much bratwurst and schnitzel as you can
stomach and top it all off with the Oktoberfest staple of a hot pretzel.

The crown jewel of the Pacific Northwest is a place of great beauty in any season, but it’s especially
gorgeous in the fall. Get out to one of these festivals and celebrate the autumn with fun, food, friends
and family. 
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